the massive

violins

Technical specification (seven-piece)

Minimum performance space: 5m wide (ideally 6m) by 2.5m deep.
If space is not wide enough it may be still be possible if it is
deeper eg: 4.5 m square
7 normal-height chairs

Sound equipment (for reinforcement of vocals and cellos)
7 vocal microphones (SM58 or similar) on boom stands
7 additional phantom-powered XLR leads (for our own cello mics)
14 channels on mixer
front-of house speakers suitable for venue
2 or 3 stage monitors may be needed for large venues.

The overall sound level is not high - not like a rock band, for example.
For some small venues it may not be necessary to amplify the cellos, but usually needed.
We can supply all the necessary sound equipment at a cost of £300 for our use only.
If any sound equipment supplied by us is required for other aspects of an event (eg other
acts), an additional fee may be charged.

For any clarifications please phone Ricky on 07974 566743

the massive

violins

Technical specification (five-piece)

Minimum performance space: 4.5m wide (ideally 5m) by 2m deep.
If space is not wide enough it may be still be possible if it is
deeper eg: 3.5 m square
5 normal-height chairs

Sound equipment (for reinforcement of vocals and cellos)
5 vocal microphones (SM58 or similar) on boom stands
5 additional phantom-powered XLR leads (for our own cello mics)
ten channels on mixer
front-of house speakers suitable for venue
2 or 3 stage small monitors may be needed for large venues.

The overall sound level is not high - not like a rock band, for example.
For some small venues it may not be necessary to amplify the cellos, but usually needed.
We can supply all the necessary sound equipment at a cost of £200 for our use only.
If any sound equipment supplied by us is required for other aspects of an event (eg other
acts), an additional fee may be charged.

For any clarifications please phone Ricky on 07974 566743

